
Create the bathroom style of your dreams: mysterious and enchanting 
with the Black Line collection, pure and natural with the White Line 

collection or refined and original with the Gold Line collection.

Trends
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The importance 
of the details

The combination of carefully selected raw 
materials with Swiss precision resulted in creating 
series characterized by pure design and high 
functionality solutions. The smooth and delicate 
but still very expressive line of extremely original 
fittings brigs to mind the smoothness of a sheet 
of ice, making it the distinctive element of our 
CADURA project.

It’s a modern, original design of fittings and an 
ergonomic and extremely modern handle, 6 mm 
tempered safety glass covered with Aquaperle anti-
plaque glass-coating, and the «Soft Open/Close» 
system in sliding door models, guarantee extremely 
easy use. 

This new system allows the sliding door to open and 
close smoothly and safely, thus preventing the door 
from slamming shut. The sliding system is concealed by 
a rail for a sleeker and more fashionable design.

Precision 
& SanSwiss quality 
Cadura is the new line of . It combies 
sophisticated design, ergonomics of details and the 
highest quality materials with brand new functionalities 

The Cadura shower enclosures combine remarkable 
style with funtionality at the highest level, designed 
and made with meticulous attention to each detail. 
It’s a proposal for those who appreciate comfort and 
expect sophisticated style.

The inspiration for designing the series was flexibily of 
the life-giving ingredient which is water. This natural 
element, its depth and uncontrollable strength 
inspired our architects to create extremely ergonomic 
and functional solutions of our latest CADURA line.

SanSwiss shower enclosures combine comfort, 
functionality, design and reliability in compliance 
with European standards.

The application of strict procedures, together 
with all the reliability tests and regular material 
checks, ensure that the quality of the products is 
maintained at the highest level.

Sliding walk-in CAW2: ideal for hard-to-reach areas. Walk-In CAT3 + CAT4: fixed wall with compensating wall profile + additional fixed wall (wall mounted)

Creative thinking
The new series of SanSwiss shower enclosure is a 
reflection of sophisticated style and unrestrained 
nature of water. Its natural spontaneity and vitality is 
precisely SanSwiss CADURA. 

The brand-new ergonomic handle, designed on the 
basis of the latest trends, is not only extremely 
attractive but above all functionnal and convenient 
to use.
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Discover the entire range 
on our website. 

A sophisticated design for an ergonomic and elegant handle.

Hinges with contemporary and trendy curves.


